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A recent lattice prediction of ε ′/ε , with a 2.1 σ deviation from the experimental value, has trig-
gered several studies of possible contributions from physics beyond the Standard Model. We have
recently updated the SM prediction, including all known short-distance and long-distance contri-
butions, our result Re(ε ′/ε) = (15±7) ·10−4 [1] is in complete agreement with the experimental
measurement. In addition, we emphasize on the importance of the long-distance re-scattering of
the final pions in K→ pipi for a correct prediction of ε ′/ε .
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1. Introduction
Since long time ago, the theoretical and experimental sides have been motivated to study the
CP violating ratio ε ′/ε , because it constitutes a fundamental test for our understanding of flavour-
changing phenomena. The present experimental world average [2–10],
Re
(
ε ′/ε
)
= (16.6±2.3) ·10−4 , (1.1)
demonstrates the existence of direct CP violation in the decay transitions K0→ 2pi .
The theoretical prediction of ε ′/ε has been the subject of many debates because the first next-
to-leading order (NLO) calculations [11–16] obtained Standard Model (SM) values one order of
magnitude smaller than (1.1). However, it was soon realized that the final-state interactions (FSI)
in K→ pipi are key for a reliable prediction [17,18]. Once all relevant contributions were taken into
account, the theoretical prediction was found to be in good agreement with the experimental value
although with a large uncertainty of non-perturbative origin [19].
Recently, the RBC-UKQCD lattice collaboration has published a prediction for the direct CP
violation ratio, Re(ε ′/ε) = (1.4± 6.9) · 10−4 [20, 21], which is in clear conflict with the experi-
mental value in Eq. (1.1). This result has triggered many new studies of possible contributions
from physics beyond the SM in order to explain this “anomaly”.1 However, the same lattice sim-
ulation fails in its attempt to reproduce the (pipi)I phase shifts, which provide a quantitative test of
the lattice results. Although, the extracted δ2 is only 1σ away from its physical value, the lattice
analysis of Ref. [21] finds a result for δ0 which disagrees with the experimental value by 2.9σ , a
much larger discrepancy than the one quoted for ε ′/ε . Therefore, this discrepancy cannot be taken
as evidence of new physics. Lattice practitioners are working on a better lattice understanding of
the pion dynamics and improved results are expected soon [22].
Since the publication of the SM ε ′/ε prediction in Ref. [19], there have been a lot of improve-
ments in the isospin-breaking corrections [23–25], the quark masses [26] and a better understand-
ing of the chiral perturbation theory Low-Energy-Constants (LECs) [27–43]. Therefore, the current
situation makes mandatory to revise and update the analytical SM calculation of ε ′/ε [19]. In the
following, we give a brief summary of the new determination of ε ′/ε from Ref. [1].
2. Direct CP violation ratio ε ′/ε
The kaon decay amplitudes can be decomposed as
A(K0→ pi+pi−) = A1/2+
1√
2
(
A3/2+A5/2
)
= A0 eiχ0 +
1√
2
A2 eiχ2 ,
A(K0→ pi0pi0) = A1/2−
√
2
(
A3/2+A5/2
)
= A0 eiχ0−
√
2A2 eiχ2 ,
A(K+→ pi+pi0) = 3
2
(
A3/2−
2
3
A5/2
)
=
3
2
A+2 e
iχ+2 , (2.1)
where the complex amplitudesA∆I are generated by the ∆I = 12 ,
3
2 ,
5
2 components of the electroweak
effective Hamiltonian, in the limit of isospin conservation. The A0, A2 and A+2 amplitudes are
1Several studies can be found at the Inspire data basis. We refrain to quote them here
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real and positive in the CP-conserving limit. Moreover, in the isospin limit, A0 and A2 = A+2
denote the decay amplitudes into (pipi)I=0,2 states and the phase differences χ0 and χ2 = χ+2 are the
corresponding S-wave scattering phase shifts. From the measured K → pipi branching ratios, one
gets [44]:
A0 = (2.704±0.001) ·10−7 GeV,
A2 = (1.210±0.002) ·10−8 GeV,
χ0−χ2 = (47.5±0.9)◦. (2.2)
In the CP violation case, A0, A2 and A+2 acquire imaginary parts and ε
′ can be written to first order
in CP violation as
ε ′ = − i√
2
ei(χ2−χ0)ω
[
Im A0
Re A0
− Im A2
Re A2
]
, (2.3)
showing that ε ′ is suppressed by the ratio ω ≡ Re A2/Re A0 ≈ 1/22 and ε ′/ε is approximately
real since χ2− χ0−pi/2≈ 0 from Eqs. (2.2). In addition, the CP-conserving amplitudes ReAI are
fixed to their experimental values in order to reduce the theoretical uncertainty. Consequently, a
theoretical calculation is only needed for ImAI .
In addition, Eq. (2.3) presents a delicated numerical balance between the two isospin contri-
butions which makes the result very sensitive to the predictions of the CP-violating amplitudes.
Hence, naive estimates of ImAI give rise a strong cancellation between the two terms, leading to
low values of ε ′/ε [11–16].
Due to the “∆I = 1/2 rule”, the isospin breaking effects are very important in ε ′/ε [23–25].
Including isospin violation,
Re
(ε ′
ε
)
= − ω+√
2 |ε|
[
Im A(0)0
Re A(0)0
(1−Ωeff)− Im A
emp
2
Re A(0)2
]
, (2.4)
where ImAemp2 are the electromagnetic penguin operator contributions with I = 2, ω+≡ReA+2 /ReA0
and the superscript (0) denotes the isospin limit. Furthermore, Ωeff = (6.0± 7.7) · 10−2 [23, 24]
encodes all first order isospin-breaking corrections. An update of Ωeff is currently under way [45].
3. χPT and determination of LECs
At the electroweak scale, all flavour-changing transitions are described in terms of quarks and
gauge bosons. The K→ pipi decay is a ∆S = 1 transition in which due to the different mass scales
(Mpi < MK MW ), the gluonic corrections are amplified with large logarithms, log(MW/mc)∼ 4.
Using the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) and the Renormalization Group Equations (RGEs)
in all the way down to scales µ < mc, one can sum up all these large logarithmic corrections and,
finally, one gets an effective ∆S = 1 Lagrangian defined in the three-flavour theory [46],
L ∆S=1eff = −
GF√
2
VudV
∗
us
10
∑
i=1
Ci(µ)Qi(µ) , (3.1)
which is a sum of local four fermion operators, Qi, constructed with the light degrees of freedom
and weighted by the Wilson coefficients Ci(µ) which are functions of the heavy masses and CKM
2
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parameters, Ci(µ) = zi(µ)+τ yi(µ) with τ ≡− VtdV
∗
ts
VudV ∗us
being the source of CP violation. The Wilson
coefficients are known at NLO [47–50]. This means all corrections of O(αns tn) and O(αn+1s tn),
where t ≡ log(M1/M2) refers to the logarithm of any ratio of heavy mass scales M1,2 ≥ µ . Some
next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) corrections are already known [51, 52] and efforts towards
a complete short-distance calculation at the NNLO are currently under way [53].
K0→ pipi is a very low energy process below the resonance region where perturbation theory
no longer works. However, at this energy scale, one can use symmetry considerations to define
another effective field theory in terms of Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pi , K, η). Chiral Perturbation
Theory (χPT) describes the pseudoscalar octet dynamics through a perturbative expansion in pow-
ers of momenta and quark masses over the chiral symmetry breaking scale Λχ ∼ 1 GeV [54–56].
At lowest order, the most general nonleptonic electroweak Lagrangian contains three terms,
L ∆S=12 = G8L8 + G27L27 + G8 gewkLewk . (3.2)
Then, L ∆S=12 determines the K
0 → pipi amplitudes at O(p2) in terms of electroweak chiral cou-
plings. In addition, G8, G27 and G8 gewk hide all the quantum information of heavy particles that
are not dynamical at this regime and then they can not be fixed by the symmetries. A first-principle
computation of these three LECs requires to perform a matching between the short-distance and
effective Lagrangians in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). This can be easily done in the limit of an infinite
number of quark colours, where the four-quark operators factorize into currents with well-known
chiral realizations. Since the large-NC limit is only applied in the matching between the two ef-
fective field theories, the only missing contributions are 1/NC corrections that are not enhanced by
any large logarithms.
4. Impact of K→ pipi amplitudes on ε ′/ε
At LO in χPT, the phase shifts are predicted to be zero, because they are generated through
loop diagrams with pipi absorptive cuts. The large value of the measured phase-shift difference
in Eq. (2.2) indicates a very large absorptive contribution. Analyticity relates the absorptive and
dispersive parts of the one-loop diagrams, which implies that the dispersive correction is also very
large. A proper calculation of chiral loop corrections is then compulsory in order to obtain a reliable
prediction for ε ′/ε , since Eq. (2.3) presents a strong cancellation between the two isospin contri-
butions in simplified analyses. Naive estimates, which completely ignore the importance of these
absortive cuts, obtain small SM values of ε ′/ε highlighting the importance of these contributions,
since they are not able to predict a phase shift difference compatible with Eq. (2.2) [57–59].
At the NLO in χPT, the A∆I amplitudes can be written in the form
A∆I =−G8Fpi
{
(M2K−M2pi)A (8)∆I − e2F2pi gewkA (g)∆I
}
− G27Fpi (M2K−M2pi)A (27)∆I , (4.1)
where A (8)∆I and A
(27)
∆I represent the octet and 27-plet components, and A
(g)
∆I contains the elec-
troweak penguin contributions. Moreover, these quantities can be further decomposed as
A
(X)
∆I = a
(X)
∆I
[
1+∆LA
(X)
∆I +∆CA
(X)
∆I
]
, (4.2)
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with a(X)∆I the tree-level contributions, ∆LA
(X)
∆I the one-loop chiral corrections and ∆CA
(X)
∆I the NLO
local corrections at O(p4). The numerical values of the different A (X)1/2 and A
(X)
3/2 components are
displayed in tables 1 and 2, respectively.
X a(X)1/2 ∆LA
(X)
1/2 [∆CA
(X)
1/2 ]
+ [∆CA
(X)
1/2 ]
−
8
√
2 0.27+0.47 i 0.01±0.05 0.02±0.05
g 2
√
2
3 0.27+0.47 i −0.19±0.01 −0.19±0.01
27
√
2
9 1.03+0.47 i 0.01±0.63 0.01±0.63
Table 1: Numerical predictions for the A1/2 components. The local NLO correction to the CP-even
([∆CA
(X)
1/2 ]
+) and CP-odd ([∆CA
(X)
1/2 ]
−) amplitudes is only different in the octet case.
X a(X)3/2 ∆LA
(X)
3/2 ∆CA
(X)
3/2
g 23 −0.50−0.21 i −0.19±0.19
27 109 −0.04−0.21 i 0.01±0.05
Table 2: Numerical predictions for the A3/2 components.
The absorptive chiral corrections are large and positive for the ∆I = 1/2 amplitudes and much
smaller and negative for ∆I = 3/2. Furthermore, they do not depend on the chiral renormalization
scale νχ . Besides, table 1 shows a huge dispersive one-loop correction to the A
(27)
1/2 amplitude.
However, since Im(g27) = 0, the 27-plet components do not contribute to the CP-odd amplitudes
and, therefore, do not introduce any uncertainty in the final numerical value of ImA0.
The relevant NLO loop corrections for ε ′/ε are ∆LA
(8)
1/2 and ∆LA
(g)
3/2 . The first one generates a
significant enhancement of ImA0, |1+∆LA (8)1/2 | ≈ 1.35, while the second one produces a suppres-
sion in ImAemp2 , |1+∆LA (g)3/2 | ≈ 0.54. Consequently, the numerical cancellation between the I = 0
and I = 2 terms in Eq. (2.3) is completely destroyed by the chiral loop corrections.
Furthermore, tables 1 and 2 show also the numerical predictions for the NLO local corrections
∆CA
(X)
∆I , which have been estimated in the large-NC limit. The most significant local corrections for
ε ′/ε are [∆CA
(8)
1/2 ]
− and ∆CA
(g)
3/2 ; nevertheless, they are much smaller than the loop contributions.
Further details can be found in [1].
5. The SM prediction for ε ′/ε
Taking into account all computed corrections in Eq. (2.4), our SM prediction for ε ′/ε is
Re
(
ε ′/ε
)
=
(
15±2µ ±2ms±2Ωeff±61/NC
)×10−4 = (15±7)×10−4 . (5.1)
The first uncertainty has been estimated by varying the short-distance renormalization scale µ
between Mρ and mc. The second error shows the sensitivity to the strange quark mass, within its
allowed range, while the third one displays the uncertainty from the isospin-breaking parameter
4
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Figure 1: SM prediction for ε ′/ε as function of L5 (red dashed line) with 1σ errors (oblique band). The
horizontal blue band displays the experimentally measured value with 1σ error bars. The dashed vertical
line shows the current lattice determination of Lr5(Mρ).
Ωeff. The last error is our dominant source of uncertainty and reflects our ignorance about 1/NC-
suppressed contributions that we have missed in the matching process.
In figure 1, we plot the prediction for ε ′/ε as function of the χPT coupling L5, which clearly
shows a strong dependence on this parameter. The experimental 1σ range is indicated by the
horizontal band, while the dashed vertical lines display the current lattice determination of Lr5(Mρ).
The measured value of ε ′/ε is nicely reproduced with the preferred lattice inputs. The current error
on L5 is the largest parametric contribution to the 1/NC uncertainty in (5.1).
Our SM prediction for ε ′/ε is in perfect agreement with the measured experimental value. We
have shown the important role of FSI in K0 → pipi . When pipi re-scattering corrections are taken
into account, the numerical cancellation between the Q6 and Q8 terms in Eq. (2.3) is completely
destroyed because of the positive enhancement of the Q6 amplitude and the negative suppression
of the Q8 contribution. Once these important corrections are included, the contributions from other
four-quark operators to ImA(0)0 and ImA
emp
2 become numerically less relevant, since the cancellation
is no longer operative.
The claims [57–59] of a flavour anomaly in ε ′/ε are either based on the recent lattice simu-
lation that fails to reproduce the correct phase shifts or they originate in naive approximations that
overlook the important role of pion chiral loops. These incorrect estimates are using simplified
ansatzs for the K → pipi amplitudes, without any absorptive contributions, in complete disagree-
ment with the strong experimental evidence of a very large phase shift difference.
Our SM prediction of ε ′/ε agrees well with the measured value and provides a qualitative
confirmation of the SM mechanism of CP violation. Although the theoretical error is still large,
improvements can be achieved in the next years via a combination of analytical calculations, nu-
merical simulations and data analyses [1].
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